Focus Your Passion at the School of Art

MFA | 2D: Painting & Drawing, Printmaking

The School of Art encourages interdisciplinary exploration that connects you to the region and the world of art and design.

The Tucson area is home to some of the world's most adventurous artists.

Recent Visiting Artists & Scholars

Lyle Ashton Harris • Paul Bolin • Daniel Kojo • Lynda Roscoe Hartigan • Amos Kennedy • Aaron Draplin • Julie McCloskey • Dick Hebdige • Franco Mondini-Ruiz • Anne Wilson • Bill Anthes • Lilla LoCurto and Bill Outcault • Eric Wilson • Okwui Enwezor • Lin + Lam • Jaimey Hamilton • Bruce Yonemoto • Liz Cohen • Dipti Desai • Jason Peljhan • Josiah McElheny • Matthew Coolidge • Helen & Newton Harrison • Lucy Lippard • Ken Gonzales-Day • Raul Cabra • Ila Sheren • Dinh Q. Lê • John Divola • Kimsooja • Xaviera Simmons • Marcos Ramirez ERRE • Stephen Carpenter II • Basma Alsharif • Lisa Sanditz • Ricardo Dominguez • Dylan Miner • Srimoyee Mitra • Alejandro Cartegena • Kate Mondloch • Hasan M. Elahi • Afruz Amighi • Steve Kurtz • Alan Braddock • B.
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School of Art Facilities

Facilities

The School of Art's art program at the University of Arizona offers a full range of contemporary art studio and studio facilities while providing a wonderland of unique arts experiences, along with breathtaking natural environments that never fail to inspire.

In addition to the university, Southern Arizona serves as an arts mecca, providing a wonderland of unique arts experiences, along with breathtaking natural environments that never fail to inspire.

The Tucson area is home to some of the world's most adventurous artists.
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